An Unusual Case of Nemaline Myopathy Type 3
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ABSTRACT

Objective: To report an interesting case of Nemaline Myopathy type 3 with alpha-actin1 (ACTA1) mutation.

Background: Nemaline myopathy (NM) is a rare congenital neuromuscular disorder that presents with facial weakness, bulbar symptoms, generalized muscle weakness, delayed motor development, hypotonia, and the diagnostic presence of rod-like structures in skeletal muscle biopsy. Currently, eleven different genetic mutations are associated with NM. Dominant and recessive mutations in the α-actin1 (ACTA1) gene are amongst the most frequent genetic cause of nemaline myopathy leading to different clinical phenotypes.

Case Description: We present a 27-month-old girl with global developmental delay, muscle weakness, and reflux. She was born at 38 weeks. At two months of age, her floppiness and lack of movement were noticed. Since then, she has been started on strict physical, occupational, speech, and behavioral therapy. She began sitting up at age one and started walking at 18 months. Currently, her motor functions are improving. She can say 1-2 words and is interactive with other children. Neurological examination showed a high arched palate with bilateral facial weakness and decreased muscle tone in all the extremities. Muscle strength was 4/5 in bilateral upper and lower extremities. Her gait was narrow-based with bilateral arm swing. She was able to sit and stand without assistance.
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Conclusion: Symptom management is the basis of patient care in nemaline myopathy. However, as seen in this case, aggressive physical and speech therapy can lead to better motor function and quality of life in congenital myopathies and should be considered.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nemaline myopathy (NEM) is a collection of congenital myopathies with Nemaline rod or Nemaline body structures that turn red using modified Gomori trichrome stain or blue with toluidine blue stain [1]. The range of clinical manifestations of the disease varies, with males and females being affected equally by nemaline myopathy. NEM can be congenital or have an adult-onset. The genetic presentations are due to mutations in TPM3, ACTA1, TNNT1, KBTBD13, KLHK40, NEB, MYPN. Mutations in TPM2, CFL1, CFL2, KLHL40, KLHL41, and LMOD3 have also been reported to be rarer in occurrence. NEM type 3 is discussed in this report and occurs due to mutations in ACTA1. The onset of NEM type 3 is variable, with mild cases only involving muscular weakness and no other cardiac abnormalities. Severe cases manifest with brain maldevelopment, hepatomegaly, skeletal dysplasia, and urinary tract stenosis.

NEM is defined by grouping clinical, histological, and genetic features. Muscle magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is an effective diagnostic tool, revealing muscle involvement connected with mutant genes [2]. Histological elements are essential in guiding analysis [1], but the increased use of gene panels and exome sequencing has recognized new genes. It contains mutations in many genes (at least 12) connected with their existence in muscle biopsies. Additional diagnostic features such as nucleic rods, caps, fiber type imbalance, or disproportion (FTD) have also been described. Intranuclear rods, clumped filaments, cores, or fiber-type disproportion are all available pathologic features essential in the pathogenesis of a specific congenital myopathy.

The occurrence of limited fibers with rods can be misclassified with other congenital myopathy and doubt the current classification of the myopathies. The extensive genomic sequencing leads to increased recognition of clinical phenotypes related to genetic defects such as mutations in the ACTA1 gene that lead to the formation of rods due to the alpha-actin gene. Nemaline myopathy type 3 (NEM3) is a form of rare myopathy with the normal distribution of muscular weakness with milestones that are delayed but completed eventually also being the second most common cause of Nemaline Myopathy. It is usually a non-progressive to a slowly progressive with a childhood-onset [3]. NEM has Nemaline rods that are not unique to nemaline myopathy. The rods occur in muscle-tendon junctions, normal extraocular muscles in the eye, muscles of aging patients, with possible other hereditary or acquired neuromuscular pathologies [3]. In vitro, experimental studies demonstrated that rods are present due to metabolic stress due to the exhaustion of adenosine triphosphate [3]. Cases in adults have been recorded with sporadic late stages and not inherited. Moreover, a few patients might never arrive at the hospital till adulthood, though physical examination and laboratory tests often identify minor cases in childhood problems [4].

2. PATIENT AND METHOD

The patient was a 27-month-old girl presented at the ocean view clinic. She was clinically assessed, and appropriate lab tests were conducted. She was genetically tested at LA children's hospital. The patient was provided written informed consent. All methods were approved by the National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) central Institutional Review Board. The general assertion criteria for variant classification are publicly available on the GeneDx ClinVar submission page (HTTP://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/submitters/26957/). She has continued her treatment and therapy at the regional center.

3. CASE

A two-year three-month-old girl presented to the clinic with a history of global developmental delay, muscle weakness, and reflux came for an initial evaluation after genetically testing positive for an A–G missense mutation in ACTA1 protein consistent with a diagnosis of nemaline myopathy type 3 (NEM3). She was born...
prematurely at thirty-eight weeks with meconium aspiration followed by intubation, oxygen chamber treatment, and an initial seven-day NICU stay. The patient was negative for any pathologies at birth. At two months of age, the patient’s notable floppiness and lack of movement led to a diagnosis of torticollis and physical therapy. The patient sways when stabilized and has recently increased her core strength. Starting at three months, the patient has undergone continued rehabilitation. She initially was performing at 50% delay for her age but has recently caught up developmentally. In terms of Motor development, she started sitting up at 1yr old, walking at 17-18 months, and currently at 2yrs old, attempts to run with occasional accidents. She sometimes toe-walks with marked improvements in motor capability. Cognitively, she is interactive with other children, and she can say 1-2 words but babbles continuously. She was not making eye contact early on but was diagnosed with strabismus, currently wearing corrective prism lenses as a result. Systemic examination revealed only a cough due to URI. Neurological examination revealed the patient being held with a bilateral drooping face and slouched posture. When set down, she becomes upright and can walk. She is playful, interactive, babbling, and follows simple commands. A decrease in tone was noted on the patient’s face and all appendages. Muscle strength was 4/5 in bilateral upper and lower extremities. A narrow based-gait and bilateral arm swinging were observed. Overall global development delay is noted. Per speech therapy reports, she pools excessive saliva in lateral sulci and is mildly delayed with possible apraxia in expressive and receptive language. The prognosis is favorable due to a diligent regimen of therapy. Lab reports are yet to reveal anything of significance.

The patient presented with Nemaline Myopathy type 3 after testing positive for A-G missense mutation in ACTA1 protein. The patient’s clinical manifestations, including global development and neurological delays, were consistent NM. In this case, it was observed that aggressive physiotherapy and speech therapy can lead to improved motor performance and quality of life for congenital myopathy and should be considered in treatment plans.

4. DISCUSSION

NEM3 is due to autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive, or sporadic de novo mutations in alpha-actin. It is mild as it rarely affects cardiac muscles but may affect respiratory muscles in some individuals in the 5th decade of life. Though it could be severe, it does not affect cognitive development. Cardiac involvement is highly uncommon. Even if there are no previous symptoms of cardiomyopathy, the myocardium can be impacted by dilated cardiomyopathy, and the conduction system can be affected by arrhythmias and conduction abnormalities. There was a link between NM and hypertrophic or dilative cardiomyopathy (20). ACTA1 is the most frequent gene associated with dominant cases of NEM, which account for 15% to 25% of individuals with typical forms and around 50% with lethal forms. Most cases are dominantly inherited or de novo dominant, while recessive cases are mainly ACTA1 nulls [5]. There is no cure, although an interdisciplinary approach by managing symptoms and rehabilitation leads to maintaining freedom of activities in daily life by exercising and rehabilitation. Supervising vitals to treat orthopedic issues is essential [6, 7].

Inadequate therapeutic effects were recorded with tyrosine [8] even in studies on either the Nemaline myopathy TgACTA1D286G mouse model or the zebrafish model with identical mutations [9,10]. Additional amino acid supplements used with zebrafish did not clearly show any net encouraging results [10]. The increased upregulation of cardiac actin followed by improvements in skeletal Acta1 knockout mice [11] are expected to have a therapeutic impact on patients but require an early prompt initial diagnosis. Another treatment option was to increase the percentage of ordinary actin in heterozygous cases [12, 13]. Genetic compensation noted a milder phenotype in a zebrafish morpholino knock-down model of ACTA1 nemaline myopathy [14]. Acta1 experimental studies of myostatin in two mouse models of nemaline myopathy did not produce more muscular mice, but the TgACTA1D286G mouse model [15] increased body size. In Acta1H40Y mice, a similar study was conducted on the model, leading to an increase in size and longer lifespan [16]. The utilization of myosin transgene leads to better muscle utility in the Acta1 mouse model [17]. The utilization of calcium sensitizers leads to better diaphragmatic functioning [18, 19].

Mild forms of NM can be successfully treated, and the patient’s muscle function can be restored. In more severe cases, however, the consequence may be unfavorable. Reduced
muscle function can lead to significant physical limitations, and the patient may use a wheelchair for the rest of their life. Because of the difficulties that can arise from the illness, it could be fatal. NEM has a short life expectancy, with most patients living only 2 to 3 years. Individuals with less severe types, on the other hand, can live an everyday life provided they receive regular rehabilitative treatment. Genetic counseling and gene reviews can help couples in family planning. Several organizations and support groups can help patients cope while spreading awareness of the disease [5].

5. CONCLUSION

With this case, we can understand effective and diligent rehabilitative therapy with follow-ups would help alleviate the symptoms of myopathy. Communication skills can be enhanced through speech therapy, oral prostheses, surgery, and assistive devices. People with NM are usually very sociable, intelligent, and need to communicate. Hypoventilation is subtle and can induce issues in health. Hence it is corrected with non-invasive mechanical devices to provide support at night. Patients can develop scoliosis, which progresses in childhood and deteriorates in puberty. Many people with NM undergo spinal fusion to straighten out and steady their back [20]. As we appreciate and recognize the pathogenic mechanisms and treatment options studied so far, Future studies of nemaline myopathy are required with international patient enrollment. Thus, international cooperation would lead to treatment trials for harmless and therapeutically efficient treatments that become accessible over time.
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